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UNIFORM INTERIOR ERROR ESTIMATES
FOR THE REISSNER-MINDLIN PLATE MODEL

LUCIA GASTALDI

Abstract. Interior error estimates are derived for the solution of the Reissner-

Mindlin plate model discretized by mixed-interpolated elements. Precisely, it

is shown that the error in an interior domain can be estimated by the sum of

two terms: the first has the best order of accuracy that is possible locally for the

finite element spaces used, the second is a weak norm of the error on a slightly

larger domain (this term measures the effects from outside of this domain).

The analysis is based on some abstract properties enjoyed by the finite element

spaces considered.

1. Introduction

The Reissner-Mindlin model describes the deformation of a clamped plate

of moderate thickness subject to a transverse loading. The plate occupies, in the
undeformed configuration, a region Si x (-t, t), where Si is a regular, bounded

domain in 3?2 and t > 0 is the thickness of the plate. Given a vertical load

F, the problem consists in determining the rotation 0 of the fibers normal to

Si and the transverse displacement w , as the minimizers in [H¿(Q)]2 x H¿(Q)

of the following functional:

(1.1) Jl(d,w) = ^a(e,d) + j\\e-gndw\\20-t3(F,w),

where (i3/2)a(0 , 6) is the bending energy, y ||ö-gradual2, is the shear energy,
and || • ||o and (•, •) represent respectively the norm and the inner product in

L2(Q). Here, X = 2<f+V) > w^n E trie Young modulus, v the Poisson ratio, and

k the shear correction factor. Moreover, note that the load has been scaled so

that the solution tends to a nonzero limit as / tends to zero. See for instance

[3] for more details.
We consider the finite element approximation of the Reissner-Mindlin plate

proposed recently in [6]. The discretized problem is described by: find Oh G O/,

and wh G Wh, which minimize the following functional:

(1.2) Jth(dh , wh) = y*(0A , dh) + y ||R0A - gradua - t3(F, wh).
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Here, Qh and Wh are finite element subspaces of [H¿(Q)]2 and H¿(Q), re-

spectively, and R is a linear bounded operator which takes values in a third

finite element space T/, and satisfies R grad Wh = grad wk Vwh G Wh. Notice

that in the shear energy we used \\R8k - gradual!2, instead of \\0k — grad lucilo
in order to avoid the numerical locking phenomenon.

This finite element discretization is characterized by the choice of the finite

element spaces 8A , Wh,Th, and by the choice of the linear operator R. In [6]

a whole family is constructed combining known results on the approximation

of Stokes problems with known results on the approximation of linear elliptic

problems. This idea points to some properties which are such that if an approx-

imation satisfies them, then the discrete solution converges to the continuous

solution uniformly in t. Moreover, in [8] and [9], the following optimal error

estimates were proved:

||0 - oh\U + \\w - wh\U < chs(\\e\\s+l + IMU),

with C a suitable constant, independent of h and t.

Unfortunately, these estimates are not uniform with respect to t, unless

s < 3/2. In fact, Arnold and Falk have investigated in [1] and [2] the structure

of the solution of the Reissner-Mindlin plate equations in its dependence on

the plate thickness, showing the existence of a boundary layer for / small and

a uniform bound for ||0||5/2 but not for more regular spaces.

This leads us to think that it is not useful to introduce finite element spaces

with improved properties of approximation, because such boundary layers limit

their accuracy anyhow. But, numerical experiments have shown good accuracy
away from the boundary and, on the other hand, the boundary layer does not

limit the regularity of the solution at a positive distance from dSi nor does it
affect the smoothness of its restriction to dSi.

Therefore, our aim is to obtain interior estimates which are uniform with

respect to t, so that they can take advantage of the richness of the finite element

spaces.
Using the technique suggested by Nitsche and Schatz (see [14]) of localizing

the problem by means of some cutoff functions, we prove that the error in a

compact subset of Si can be estimated by the sum of two terms: the first has

the best order of accuracy that is possible locally for the subspaces used, the

second is a weak norm of the error on a slightly larger domain which measures

the effects from outside of the compact subset in consideration. The analysis

will be carried out using essentially the abstract properties of the finite element

spaces, combined with some local approximability assumptions concerning the

subspaces containing the functions with compact support in Si.

2. Notations

We list here the basic notations used in the paper.
Let A be a bounded open set in 3?2 . For í > 0 any real number, W(A)

and HS0(A) will denote the usual L2-based Sobolev spaces (H°(A) = L2(^4))

and || \\S>A will stand for their norms. When no confusion may arise we drop

the subscript A.
For s < 0 any real number, HS(A) will denote the dual space of H^S(A)
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endowed with the norm

(2.1) \\u\\s,A=        SUP        1^77—*-,

where <•, •) represents the duality pairing between HS(A) and HqS(A). We
set

H(rot; i) = {¿E [L2(A)]2, rotrf G L2(^)},

endowed with the graph norm

Pllk¿ = ll¿llo + l|rotá||o.

In addition, let x be the unit vector tangential to ô^ and oriented counter-
clockwise; then

H0(rot ; A) = {ô G H(rot ; A) : ô • x = 0 on dA}.

The dual space of H0(rot; A) is denoted by T and has the following charac-
terization:

T= (H0(rot; A))' = {X G [H-'(^)]2; divZ G H"1^)},

with the graph norm

IWIf = «arllii+ 11^x11*,.
Let jeJ; then for a triple (i¡, ô , q) with j/ g [H*(,4)]2 , d G H(rot; A) n

[Hî_1(,4)]2, and # G Hí_1(^l) we introduce the following notation

(2.2) ¡(l,ô,q)llA = ||f||fa>i4 + X-xt2\\ô\\2_UA + \\q\\U,A.

We use a circle above a function space to denote the subspace of elements with

support contained in A cc Si. A circumflex above a function space denotes the
subspace of elements with mean value zero. Vector-valued functions, operators,
and spaces will be written in boldface.

Let Go and G, with Go CC G ce Q be arbitrary but fixed concentric
sphere; then we make the following definition.

Definition 2.1. Let 3sh be a linear operator defined on a Hubert space V with
values in a finite-dimensional subspace Vh of V. We say that 3sh is local if

there exists an h0 < 1, depending in general on G0 and G, such that for all

A G (0, ho) and for every u G V

(2.3) supp hÇGo^ supp3shu ç G,

where Go and G stand for the closure of Go and G, respectively. Moreover,

there exists a constant depending on Go, G such that

(2.4) \mu\\v,Go < C\\u\\v,G.

The letter C denotes constants which are not necessarily the same in any two

occurrences. The notation C(a\, ... , a„) means that the constant C depends
on the n known parameters a\, ... ,an.
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Finally, we recall the following standard differential operators for any scalar

function r and any vector-valued function u :

gradr=|   ,        rotr=(^
xdy/ v    dx

<9ui     9u2 9u2     9ui
divu=-1-^ + —-,        rotu = —~-1r1.

dx      dy dx      dy

3. Formulation of the continuous and discrete problems

Let us introduce the Euler equations for J,. The minimizers of (1.1) are

then solutions of the following variational problem:

Problem 3.1. Find (0 , w) G [H¿(Q)]2 x H¿(fí) such that

(3.1) &(6, ti) + (y, gradv-ti) = (F, v)   V(i/, v) G [H0(Q)]2 x H¿(Q),

(3.2) y = Ar2(gradw-0),

where the auxiliary variable is the shear strain.

For every 0 and i¡ belonging to [H0(Q)]2 the bilinear form a has the

following expression:

(3.3)
dth

dy

\-v (d6x

2     \dy

Then Korn's inequality

(3.4) z(t,, t,) > K\\tih    for every t, G [H¿(Q)]2

and the theory of [3] give the existence and uniqueness of the solution and the

following a priori estimate:

(3.5) 1101h + IN|,-r||y||r + íWo<C||F||_,.

In our analysis, we shall also make use of an equivalent formulation of (3.1)

and (3.2), suggested by Brezzi and Fortin [7]. By applying the Helmholtz theo-

rem, we decompose the shear strain vector in the following way:

(3.6) y = grad y/ + rotp

with y/ G H¿(Í2) and p G H'(Q) ; then the following variational formulation

for Problem 3.1 can be derived:

Problem 3.2. Find y/ e Hx0(Si), (0 , p) e [H¿(Q)]2 x H'(Q), and w G H0(Q)

such that

(3.7) (grad yi, grad tp) = (F, y>)   VpeH'(Q),

(3.8) a(0, ç)-(p, rot*) = (grad V,V)   Vi/g [H¿(Q)]2,

(3.9) (0,rot^) + A-1í2(rotp,rot^) = O   V^gH1^),

(3.10) (gradw,gradu) = (0,gradv)+A-'i2(F,u)   Vv e H¿(íí).

ddA (dth    djn\
dx A dy     dx J

dxdy.
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Notice that this system of equations decouples in a natural way into a Poisson

problem, a perturbation of a Stokes-like problem, and another Poisson problem.
Hence, the analysis can be carried out sequentially. With the help of this for-
mulation, the following a priori estimate can be derived uniformly with respect
to t (see for example [7]):

(3.11) ||0||2 + |H|2 + \\y/\\2 + llplli + X-Xl2t\\p\\2 < C\\F\\o.

When the regularity of F increases, the solutions of the two Poisson equations

become smoother, while the HJ-norm of the solution of the Stokes-like problem

is not uniformly bounded with respect to t for any 5 . In [1], Arnold and Falk

analyzed the structure of the boundary layer and proved the following best a

priori estimate for F G H'(Q) :

(3.12) ||0||5/2 + l|p||3/2+^1/2í||p||5/2<C.

On the other hand, at a positive distance from dSi the boundary layer does

not limit the regularity of 0 and p . Thus, for Í20 CC Si{ ce Si the following
interior bound holds:

(3.13)
IIOIU2.no + NIU2,n0 + lívido, + llPlUi,n0 +^1/2i||PllJ+2,n„ < C||F||,f0l.

We describe now the finite element approximation of (3.1), (3.2) that we
shall consider (see [6]).

We assume henceforth that the domain Q is decomposed by a regular and

quasi-uniform mesh !Th . As usual, we denote by h the diameter of the largest

element.

Let Qh > Wh > and rA be finite element subspaces of [H¿(Q)]2, H¿(ñ), and
H0(rot; Si), respectively, and let R be a linear operator with values in Tk,

related by the following conditions:

(3.14) R6AçrA,

(3.15) graduer*,

(3.16) (R-I)(gradIFA) = {0}.

Assume furthermore that there exists another finite element space Qh such that

(3.17) wtThCQh,

(3.18) the pair (Sh , Qh) is good for the Stokes problem,

(3.19) rot R)7 = P0 rot j/ ,    for every t¡ e [H0(fi)]2

with P0: I?(Si) (-» Qh denoting the L2-projection,

(3.20) if ôh G Yh is such that rota/, = 0, then ôh G grad Wh.

Some comments are in order about these conditions. Condition (3.18) means,

more precisely, that there exists a linear operator n: [H¿(íí)]2 i-> Oh such that

for every 17 G [H¿(Q)]2

(3.21) (rot(7 - Utt), q) = 0   V« G Qk ,

(3-22) IPllli < CHflli.
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The condition (3.19) is nothing but the commuting diagram property for elliptic

problems. As a consequence of it, for every ô G [H¿(£2)]2 one has

(3.23) \\RÔ\\m < C\\S\U

Notice that the same space Qh is used to approximate both the pressure in the

Stokes problem and the scalar field in the elliptic problem. Hence, it is prefer-

able to consider elements for the Stokes problem with discontinuous pressure.
Examples of spaces satisfying (3.14)-(3.20) are reported at the end of this sec-

tion (we refer also to [6]).
The Euler equations of (1.2) can be written as follows:

Problem 3.3. Find (0/,, Wh) G 8/, x Wh such that

(3.24) a(6h,ti) + (yh, gradv-Rti) = (F,v)   Vfa, v) G 8A x Wh,

(3.25) yh=Xr2(gndwh-Reh).

In view of the properties listed above for the finite element spaces, we can

introduce a decomposition principle similar to (3.6):

(3.26) y h = grad y/h + ah

with y/h G Wh and (ak , Ph) G Fh x Qh such that

(3.27) (ah,ô) = (ph, rot6)   Vá G Tk.

We observe that (3.27) means that ah = "rot/,"/>/, for an appropriate discretiza-

tion of rot.
Then Problem 3.3 is equivalent to the following set of equations (see for

example [8]):

Problem 3.4. Find y/h &Wh, Bh GO/,, Ph G Qh , a/, G T/,, and u>h G Wh such
that

(3.28) (grad y/h , grad f) = (F, <p)   V<peWh,

(3.29) a(6h, ti) ~(Ph,Totti) = (grad y/h, Rti)   Vi/ g 6* ,

(3.30) (TOteh,q) + X-xt2(Totah,q) = 0   Vq€Qh,

(3.31) (ah,ô)-(ph,TOtô) = 0   VôeTk,

(3.32) (gradwh , gradu) = (R0A , gradv) + X~xt2(F, v)   \/v G Wh.

As in the continuous case, this set of equations can be solved sequentially.

First one gets y/k as a conforming approximation of the solution of an elliptic

problem. Then (Qh , Ph > ah) can be calculated by (3.29)-(3.31). Notice that
(3.29), (3.30) is, for t — 0, a Stokes-like problem discretized using the pair

(6/,, Qh). On the other hand, for t ^ 0, (3.30), (3.31) is a mixed discretization,
by means of the pair (Th , Qh), of a Neumann problem, with datum rot 0A . At
the end, (3.32) is again the discretization of an elliptic problem by conforming

elements.
In order to get the interior estimates, we shall analyze this system; hence it

is better to write here the continuous problem corresponding to Problem 3.4.

For this we introduce in Problem 3.2 the mixed formulation of (3.9), setting

a — iotp. Then we have
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Problem 3.5. Find y/ G H0(Q), 0 G [H0(Q)]2, p g L2(Sl), a G H0(rot; Si),

and w G H¿(fi) such that

(3.33) (grad^,grad^) = (F,^)   Vc»eH¿(U),

(3.34) a(6,ti)-(p, rott¡) = (grady/,t¡)   V? G [H¿(Q)]2,

(3.35) (Tot6,q) + X-Xt2(rota,q) = 0   VqeL2(Si),

(3.36) (a,ô)-(p,rotô) = 0   Vá G H0(rot; Si),

(3.37) (gT*dw,gTadv) = (d,gradv)+A-xt2(F,v)   Vu g H¿(Q).

3.1. Examples of finite element spaces. We present now some families of

Reissner-Mindlin elements which satisfy the properties (3.14)-(3.20) (see [6]

and [8]).
For the sake of simplicity we assume that Q is a polygon. This does not

imply a loss of generality.

We denote by ^ the set of the polynomials of degree < k.

Triangular family. Let Si be decomposed into triangles T and for any integer
k > 2 define

(3.38) Wh = {veUXo(Si)\v\Te^k(T), Te£Th},

(3.39) 8„ = {i; G [H0(Q)]2|7|r € [Sk(T)]2,  T G ̂ }

with

sm = {^k(T)   îoxk>4,
k[   '     \ {v £ 5fk+l(T)\ v\e e 5?k(e) on each edge e of T}   fork = 2, 3;

then

(3.40) rh = {ôeH0(roV,Si)\ô\Te[5?k_l(T)]2(B(x,y)±3'k_l(T), íe^}.

TA is a kind of "rotated Raviart-Thomas" space, and it satisfies the commuting

diagram property (3.19) for

(3.41) Qh = {q&I.2(Si)\q\T£2k-l(T),   T G ̂ }

with the reduction operator R defined locally by the following degrees of free-

dom: for i/ smooth in T, Rç satisfies

í(Rt¡ - 7) • xpk^(s) ds = 0   Ve edge of T, Vpk_x G Sfk_x(e),
(3.42) Je

j (Rti - t,)pk-2 dxdy = 0   Vpfc_2 G [&k-2(T)]2.

We recall that these choices for the pair (8A , Qh) correspond to well-known

stable elements for the Stokes problem. We refer to [8] and the references

quoted therein for the construction of the operator n satisfying (3.21)-(3.22).
Other triangular families can be obtained for k = 2, 3, substituting in TA

the Raviart-Thomas space with the Brezzi-Douglas-Fortin-Marini one and con-

sequently 2fk by Sk in Wh.
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Rectangular family. Let Si be decomposed into rectangles R, and for k = 2, 3
define

(3.43) W„ = {veUx0(Si)\v\ReQkn^k+u fie^},

(3.44) 8A = {t, g [H¿(Q)]2| t¡\R G [Qk]2, R G ̂ },

(3.45) rA = {à g H0(rot; Q)| ¿|Ä G BDFMk , Äe^}.

TA is now a kind of "rotated Brezzi-Douglas-Fortin-Marini" space defined by

BDFMk = {ô\ô, G ̂ \{^}, à2 G -2Ê\{y }}•

It is known that rA satisfies the commuting diagram property (3.19) for

(3.46) Qh = {q G L2(Q)| q\R G ̂ _,(Ä) ,Ä^}

with the reduction operator R defined locally by the following degrees of free-

dom: for tj smooth in R, Rj/ satisfies

(3.47)

¡(Rtl-ti) >Tpk_l(s)ds = 0   ye edge of R, ^pk_l G -2£_i(<?),

! (Rt, - t,)pk-2 dxdy = 0   Vpk_2 G [¿fk-2(R)]2.
Jr

We refer to [6] for the proof that these spaces satisfy the properties listed

above; we only mention that these choices for (8A, gA), for k = 2, 3, are

stable for the Stokes problem (see for example [8]).

We end this subsection by stating the approximation properties of the finite

element spaces presented:

\\ti-nti\\i<chs-l\\ti\\s
(3.48)      "

Vj/G[Hi(fi)nH0(Q)]2,  / = 0,1,  l<s<k+l,

\\ô - Rá||o + h\\ rot(ô - Rá)||0 < Chs\\ô\\s
(3.49)

Vá G [H^iî)]2 n H0(rot ; Si),   l<s<k,

(3.50) ||u-/,ov||o<C,A,||u||J   Vv£Hs(Sl), 0<s<k,

ll»-/,i»||/<CÄ'-/||t;||,

Vw e H*(£2) n H¿(Í2), / = 0,1, 0<s<k+l.

Here, Pi is an interpolation operator constructed locally via a local averaging

process such as that in [8] or [16]. Such an operator is often employed to

construct n locally (see Proposition 2.9 of [8] and the examples quoted in

Chapter VI). The operator P\ in [16] turns out to be more convenient in the

present setting because it preserves boundary conditions and is a projection

operator, i.e., P\V = v for all v e <S?k .
From the previous approximation properties the following error estimates

can be derived (see [8] and [9]):

(3 52)     "Ö _ Ö*"1 + "W ~ tü*"1 + "^ ~ V'A"1 + "P _/,A"° + /l"1/2?Ha _ aAH°

< Chs(\\6\\s+l + \\w\\s+l + \\y/\\s+i + \\p\\s+X-x'2t\\p\\s+l),

with 5 < min(k, 3/2).
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4. Local abstract assumptions and preliminaries

Let Sii be a regular bounded subset of Si. We denote by Qk{Sl\) the finite-

dimensional subspace of [H'(Qi)]2 built up by the same piecewise polynomial

functions as 8A (clearly without boundary constraints on dSii). For Sio C Qi

we define

Sh(Si0) = {t¡e 8A(Q,)| suppj; ç ño"}.
o o

Analogous meaning will have the notations Wh(Si{), Wh(Si0), rA(i2i), rA(Q0) >

and Qh(Sii), Qh(Sio).
We make the following local approximability assumptions concerning

8A(Q,), ^(fli),rA(Qi), and Qh(Si\). Let G0 and G, with G0 ce G ce
£2i, be arbitrary but fixed concentric spheres. We shall denote by GA a union

of elements of 3"h which contains Go and is contained in G.

There exists an ho < 1, depending in general on Go and G, such that for
all h G (0, ho) there holds:

Al. The linear operators U, R, Po, and Pi are local (see Definition 2.1)
and

llv-nç||/iG< cAi-/||ç||i>Go
(4.1)

VçgIH^Gq)]2, / = 0,1, l<s<k + l,

\\ô - Rállo.c + h\\ rot(á - Rá)||o,G < Chs\\ô\\s,Go

(4.2)
VáG[Hs(G0)]2,   1 <s<k,

(4.3) \\v-P0v\\o,G<Chs\\v\\StGo   VvgHs(G0), 0<s<k,

Wv-PivWi.oKCh'-'Wvl^
(4.4)

VvgHj(G0),  / = 0,1,  0<s<fc+l.

Remark 4.1. In particular, if w £ Co°(Go)  and t¡ G [HS(G)]2, then tot/ g
o o

[Hs(Go)]2, and we can apply Al relative to n, so that Yl(coti) G 8A(G) and

from (4.1)

\\coti-n(cott)\\hG<chs-'\\t¡\\s,Go,     / = o,i, /<*<*+1.

Analogous remarks hold for the operators R, Po , and Pi.

A2. Let oí G Cq°(Go) ; then there exists GA such that Go ce GA ce G and

(4.5) \\œtih-n(œtih)\U,G<Ch\\tih\\UGh   Vt¡h £ Qh(Sii),

(4.6) \\œôh-R((oôk)\\0tG<Ch\\6k\\Q,Gk   VáAGrA(Q,),

(4.7) \\œqh - Po(œqh)\\0,G < Ch\\qk\\0,Gk   V<?A € Qh(Six),

(4.8) \\(ûVh-P\((ovh)\\i,G<Ch2-l\\Vhh,Gh   VvA G Wh(Six), l = 0, 1.

A3. Let G h be as in A2; then for ail ¿A G rA(Qi) there holds

(4.9) Il rot(eo<îA) - rotR(wáA)||o,G < CA||áA||0,G, + CA|| rotáA||0,cv
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The Mindlin-Reissner elements introduced in the previous section enjoy the
local approximability assumptions A1-A3:

It is easy to see that Al holds, since the operators n, R, P0, and Pi are
defined locally, possibly through a local averaging process (see [16]). A2 is more

delicate, and we refer to [11] for the technical details of its proof in the case

of the triangular family with k — 2. For the proof of A2 with other choices of

spaces see also [4], [10], and [12], [15] in an analogous context.

We now verify A3 for the triangular family with k = 2 ; the proof is similar

for k>2. The assumption (3.19) in conjunction with Remark 4.1 implies the
following bound:

(4.10) ||rot(toáA)-rotR(wáA)||0,G< CA2 \Y\\xol(a>ôh)\\22,T

where the sum is taken over those triangles of 3h whose union GA contains

the support of a>. It remains to evaluate the L2-norm of the second derivatives

of rot(<yáA). Recalling that rot(a>áA) = rot co • Sh + w rot 6h , we get from the
Leibniz rule

2

\\rot(coôh)\\22<T < C^(||i)>(rotct;)Z)2-^A||2;r + ||^(o;)i)2->(rotáA)||2ir).

7=0

Then, since w G Cg°(Go) and rotáA|7- G Pi, we obtain by the inverse inequality

(4.11) ||rot(u;áA)||2;7.<CA-2(||áA||^r + ||rotáA||2,:r) + C||£>2¿A||2;r.

To bound the last term, we recall that the elements of Th have on each triangle
the following representation:

Slh = a{+ bxx + cxy + y(dx + ey),

^2h = a2 + b2x + c2y - x(dx + ey),

so that the derivatives d2âlh/dx2, d2ô2h/dy2, 2d2ôxhldxdy + d2ô2h/dx2,

d2a\h¡dy2 + 2d2ô2h/dxdy all vanish. This implies that we can write each
second derivative of the components of ¿A in terms of a first derivative of
rot oh , so that we have the following estimate:

\\D2ôh\\o,T<C\\DrotÔh\\o,T<Ch-l\\Totôh\\o,T,

which inserted in (4.11) and back in (4.10) gives (4.9).

Remark 4.2. The assumption A3 does not hold for rectangular families. In fact,

suppose that the sphere Go contains strictly the rectangle R - (-A, A) x (0, A),
divided into two elements. Next take

h = j^(y(y-h) signx, (2y - h)(xûgnx- A))

in R and áA = (0, 0) otherwise. Moreover, let a> e Co°(Go) be such that

co(x, y) = x for (x, v) G R and calculate rotR(<yáA). Then it is easy to see

that || Tot(œôh) - rotR(coáA)||o,R = O(h), A||<5A||0>jR = 0(A2), and rotáA = 0.

We now state some technical lemmas, whose easy proofs are based on differ-

entiation rules and integration by parts (see [11] for the details).

'/¿
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Lemma 4.3. Let œ G C§°(</) and v g [H0(Q)]2,  w g [HÍ+2(G)]2 for some
s > -1 ; then

(4.12) &(œ\, w) = a(v, cow) - I(co\, w)

and

(4.13) I(tov, w) < C(co, G)\\*\\-s-X,gWW2,G'

Lemma 4.4. Let to G Cg°(G), r G Í\s+x(G),and v g [H0(fi)]2 for some s >-l ;

then

(rot(wv), r) = (cor, rotv) - ((roteo)/", v)

vv/iA

((rotea)/", v) < C(co, <j)||y||_,_ifC||r|Ui,c.

Lemma 4.5. Let co G Cg°(G) ; then for every q g QA, ç G 8A, ô e Th, the
following equalities hold:

(4 14) (<7,rotn(ft>i/)) = (tf, -rotw-í7) + (w^-P0(^),rotí/)

+ (Po(û>0),rot*),

(4.15) (í,rotR(íü¿)) = (í, -rotea-á) + (P0(eatf), rotó").

5. AN AUXILIARY PROBLEM

Consider the following auxiliary problem: find (z, r) with Jfi r = 0 that

satisfy

(5.1) Az-rot/" = f   inQ,

(5.2) -rotz + A~li2A/" = g + X~xt2TOt(p   in Si,

(5.3) z = 0,     |^ = 0   ondSi,

where A is the second-order operator associated with the bilinear form a, that
is,

(Az,ti) = a(z,ti)   Vz,j/g[H0(Q)]2.

If (f> ± 0, we can introduce the additional variable % which satisfies

(5.4) x = rotr + <f>   in Si,        # • t = 0   on dSi.

Substituting (5.4) in (5.2), we obtain the system

(5.5) Az-rotr = f   inQ,

(5.6) -rotz-X~xt2rotx = g   inQ,

(5.7) x -rotr = <f>   in Si,

(5.8) z = 0,     -^ = 0,    z-t = 0   on ÖQ.
dn

In the following lemmas we state some a priori estimates for the solutions of

(5.1)-(5.3)and(5.5)-(5.8).
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Lemma 5.1. Let f G [H_1(Q)]2 and g G I?(SÏ), with jag = 0, be given and

suppose that 0 = 0. Then the solution o/(5.1)-(5.3) satisfies the following a

priori estimate uniformly with respect to t:

(5.9) ||i||lfQ + \\r\\o,a + ri/2t\\r\\uii + X-xt2\\r\\2^ < C(||f||_1>0 + ||sllo,n).

// f G [L2(Q)]2 and g G H¿(Q), then

(5.10) ||z||2,íí + ||/"||li£i + A-1/2í||r||2,íí<C(||f||o,a + ||^||1>£i).

Lemma 5.2. Let f G [H2(Q)]2, g e H\Si), with ¡ag = 0, and <p = 0; then
there exists a positive constant C depending on f, g, Si suchthat

(5.11) IN|5/2,n + ||r||3/2,n + A_1/2r|k||5/2,n < C.

Lemma 5.3. If f e [H^Q)]2, g e Hs+x(Si), with Jag = 0, and cp = 0, then
for every open subset Si' such that Si' ce Si, there holds

(5 12) HzIU2,n< + IklUi ,a> + ¿~~l/2t\\r\\s+2,a' + ¿-l'2|klU3,n'

<C(||f||i>n + lklUi,n).

The results of Lemmas 5.1-5.3 can be deduced from [7], [1] and by means

of standard techniques for interior a priori estimates (see, for example [13]).

Lemma 5.4. Let (z, /, r) be the solution of (5.5)—(5.8) with f = g = 0 and
4>e[Hx(Si)]2; then

(5.13) ||z||2>a + ||r||,,n + ^-1/2í||Í2,n + ^1/2í||zlli,n<CA-1/2í||0||,,£i.

// 0 G [H2]2, then

(5.14) |N|5/2)n + lkll3/2,n + A-1/2í||r||5/2>n + A-1/2í||z||3/2>n<0-,/2í.

Proof. The inequality (5.13) is a consequence of (5.10) in this case. In fact

since A is an elliptic operator with constant coefficients, we get from (5.5)

IM|2,n < C||Az||0,n < C||r||,,o < CX'^tWh^.

Then it is easily seen that

lbilli,n<C||0||i)i2.

The proof of (5.14) is similar.   D

0

Lemma 5.5. If f = g - 0 and 0 G [Hä(Q)]2, then for every subset Si' such that
Si' ce Si, there holds

(5.15) ||z||í+1;£ií + ||/-||J;£íí+A-1/2í||/"||,+1,f2-+A-1/2||r|U2,£i- < CX-lt2U\\s+í,Q

and

(5.16) NU2,n< + l-l/2t\\xIUi,n< < CX-^2t\\<j>\\s+ï)Q.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the previous one.   D
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6. The main results

In this section we describe the main steps to achieve the interior error esti-

mates, for both the physical variables, the rotation of fibers 0 , and the trans-

verse displacement w. Let Qo a°d Si\ be two open bounded subsets of Si

such that Si0 ce Qi ce Si. Following [14], we are going to show that the

approximation error in Qo can be bounded by two terms: the first has the best

order of accuracy possible in Si{, the second is the negative norm || H-^.n, of

the error (p. being an arbitrary nonnegative integer).

We proceed by analyzing the difference between the solutions of Problems

3.4 and 3.5. We thus split our analysis into three parts: first we consider the

approximation of the Poisson equation (3.33) by (3.28), then we compare the

discrete solution of the Stokes-like system (3.29)—(3.31) with the continuous

solution of (3.34)-(3.36), and we evaluate the error for the Poisson equation

(3.37) discretized by (3.32).

6.1. Interior error estimates for the first Poisson equation. We bound the norm

Hv_V/illi,n0. For the Poisson problem, estimates of such quantities are already
available. Namely, from [14, Theorem 5.1], we have, if y/ G HJ(fli),

(6.1) \\y/-y>h\\\,ac,<C(hs\\y/\\s+ltii{ + \\y/-y/h\\-ßXyas),

with 0 < s < k and p\ a nonnegative integer.

6.2. Interior error estimates for the Stokes-like problem. We now focus on

the Stokes-like system. The first step is to prove a local version of the interior

estimates, considering two concentric spheres Go and G, instead of Qo and
Si\. Next we apply such local estimates to a finite number of spheres which

cover Qo. Therefore, we start by proving the following local error bound.

Theorem 6.1. Assume that the assumptions A1-A3 are verified. Let G0 CC

G ce Qi be concentric spheres; then we have

(6.2)

|(0-0A, a-ttA,/?-/>A)||i,Go

<c(\\y/- yfk\U,g + \\ojyf - Pi(ea^)||i,G

+ |(ea0 - n(ea0), coa - R(coa), cop - P0(cop))\¡i ,G

+ |(0-0A,a-aA,P-,A)||U,G+   sup   WW.1-*I)\

nekiO) Ml'° J

where p2 is a nonnegative integer and co is a cutoff function defined as follows:

(6.3) co G Cg°(G')   and   co = 1 on G0,

with G0 and G' such that G0 ce G0 ce G' ce G ce Qi.

Proof. We set

(6.4) 0 = cod,    p — cop,    à = coa.

Then 0 G [H1 (G')]2, P G L2(G'), and à G H(rot; G'), and owing to (3.34)-

(3.36) and Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, they satisfy
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a(0 , ti) - (p, rot t¡) = (grad (coy/), t¡) - I(co6, t¡)

- ((rot co)p + (grad co) y/, tj)   V? G [H1 (G)]2,

(6.6)

(rot0, q) + A_1i2(rotà, q) = -(rotea • (0 + X~lt2a), q)   V? G L2(G),

(6.7) (q, S)-(p, rota) = -((rotco)p, Ô)   Vá G H(rot; G).

° ° o

Let 0A G 8A(G), aA G TA(G), ph G ßA(G) with JcpA = JGp, be the unique
solution of

A(è-èk,n)-(p-Pk,TOtti)
(6.8)

= (grad(coy/), ti) - (gradPi(ea^), Ri/)   Vj/ g 8a(G),

(6.9) (rot(d-dh),q) + X-xt2(Tot(á-ah),q) = 0   V<ZGßA(G),

(6.10) (à-ah,ô)-(p-pj,,Totô) = 0   VáGfA(G).

o

We recall that P\(coy/) G IFA(G) in view of Remark 4.1. On the other hand,
we have from Problems 3.4 and 3.5 the following error equations:

(6 11) a(0-0A, 17)-(/>-/?A, rotJ7)

= (grad y, n) - (grad y/h , Rj/)   Vi/ G 8A(Q),

(6.12) (rot(0-0A),í) + A-1r2(rot(a-aA),í) = O   V<?GßA(Q),

(6.13) (a-aA,á)-(p-pA,rotá) = 0   Vá G TA(Q).

o o

We compare these two sets of error equations for all // G 8A(G0), q G ßA(G0),
o

and ô G rA(G0), taking into account that, from (6.3) and (6.4), 0 = 0, p —p,
and a = à in G0 . Hence, subtracting (6.11 )—(6.13) from (6.8)—(6.10), we
arrive at

a(0A -Bh,n)-(Ph-Ph, rotJ7)
(6.14)

= (grad(v/A - Px(coy/)), Ri/)   V? G 8A(G0),

(6.15) (TOt(eh-6h),q)+X-xt2(TOt(ah-âh),q) = 0   VqeQh(G'0),

(6.16) (ah-àh,ô)-(Ph-pl1,rotô) = 0   Vá G TA(G0).

We split the error functions on Go as follows:

(6.17) e-6h = e-èh + èh-eh,

(6.18) P-Ph=P-Ph+Ph-Ph,

(6.19) a-a* = a - ah + ah - ah.

The estimate (6.2) is now a straightforward consequence of the two propositions
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below. In fact the triangle inequality, (6.3) and Proposition 6.4 give

|(0-0A,a-aA,p-pA)|i,Go

<\\(è-ëh,à-Srh,p-Ph)h,G

+ |(Ö* - 0A , ôTh - ah , % - Ph)\\,Go

<|(0 -èk, à-ak,p -K)h,G

+ C\\coy/ - Pi(ea^)||1>G- + C\\y/- Vhh,G'0

+ C|(0 -dh,à-Srh,p-Fh)l-ß2,G0

+ C|(0-0A,a-aA,p-pA)l_//2;G;

<(1 + C)I(0-0A, à-àh,p-Ph)h,G

+ C|1(0 - 0A , a - aA , p - pA)|_w >G.

+ C||eaíí/-Pi(ea^)||i)G; + C||v/-^||i,G0.

Then we obtain (6.2) by applying Proposition 6.3.   D

Next, the approximation properties of the finite element spaces considered

imply

Corollary 6.2. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 6.1, we have

i(d-dk,a-ah,p-Ph)h,G0

(6.20) <C(\\y/-y/hh,G + hk\\y/\\k+ltG) + Chk\i(e,a,p)\ik+UG

+ C|(0 -eh,a-ah,p-Ph)i-ß2,G,

where p2 is a nonnegative integer.

Proof. Applying Remark 4.1, we easily see that

|(ú>0 - n(ea0), coa - R(eaa), cop - Po(cop))h,G < CA*|(0, a, p)\}k+i,g

and
||caii/-Pi(cov/)|h,G<CAfc||Hfc+i,e;.

o

On the other hand, by (3.21), we have that for every t\ g 8a(G) there holds

(rot(j/ - Rti), q) = 0   V<? G ßA.

Integrating by parts, we get

(t, - Ri/, rotq) = 0   Vq G ßA.

This means that t\ - Ri/ is orthogonal to the set of piecewise polynomials of de-
gree less than or equal to k-2. Let grad (coy/)* be the interpolant of grad (coy/)

in the set of piecewise polynomials of degree k-2; then

(6.21)
(grad(ea^),7-Riy) = (grad (coy/) - grad (coy/)*, n - Rt\)

llvlli.G ? Iklli,(?
</eeA(G) </€e*(G)

<Chk*
\\k,G-

Inserting these estimates into the right-hand side of (6.2), we get (6.20).   D
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Proposition 6.3. Let 0 , p, à be given by (6.4) and let 0A, pk , ak be the
solution o/(6.8)-(6.10). Let Al hold; then

l(6-6h,à-ah,p-Ph)h,G

<c(\i(d-m,à-Ra,p-PoP)h,G
(6.22) V

m,?                   (grad (coy/), ti- Rti)\
+ \\coy/-Pl(coy/)\\lG+   sup   ^-\¿  '  -£¿  .

Vi,G /
?eeA(G)

Proo/. The proof of this proposition is quite standard and relies on the assump-

tion Al and on the properties (3.19), (3.21), (3.22) of the finite element spaces

(see [11] for technical details).   D

Proposition 6.4. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 6.1, the following

estimate holds :

l(èk-ek,ak-ak,pj,-pk)lUG0

(6.23) < C||grad(Pi(eaíí/) - y/h)\\0,G'0

+ C|(0A -6h,á~h-ah, Ph-Ph)l-ß2,G>0 »

where p2 is a nonnegative integer.

The proof of this proposition will be given in §7.

We are now in a position to prove the interior estimates:

Theorem 6.5. Let Al-A3 hold, and let Q0 cc Qi ce Q; then for A sufficiently
small we have

|(0 -ek) a-ak,p -Pa)|i,íío

(6.24) < CAfc(||<H|fc+1>fll + \{B,a,p)\k+uax)

+ C(\\y/~ ytk\\-ßl ,n, + |(0 - 0A , a - qa , p -pA)|-Ä,a,),

where px and p2 are two nonnegative integers.

Proof. Let Q0 be such that Q0 cc Q0 cc Qi ce Q. We cover Q0 with

a finite number of spheres Go(x¡), i = 1, ... , n , centered at x¡ G Qo, with

diam(G0(x,)) = jdist(Qo, dSi'0). Then, let G(x¡), i = 1, ... , n , be corre-

sponding concentric spheres with diam(G(x,)) = dist(Qo, dSi'0). We apply

Corollary 6.2 to each pair of centered spheres and we have, for i = I, ... , n ,

¡(d-eh,a-ah,p-Ph)h,Go(x,)

< Ci(\\y/ - y/hh,G(Xi) + hk\\y/\\k+ltG(x,))

+ C(hkt(d,a,p)ik+i¡G{x¡) + C|(0 - 0A , a - ah , P -Ph)i-ß2,G(Xi))

<Ci(\\y/-y/hh,a'0 + hk\\y/\\k+Kvo)

+ C(hki\(6 , a, p)\jM,a0 + C|(0 - 0A , a - ah , p -pA)||-A2,n0).

Therefore, (6.1), written with Q0 instead of Qo, gives (6.24).   D

Remark 6.6. As we have pointed out in Remark 4.2, rectangular families of

finite element spaces defined by (3.43)-(3.46) do not satisfy Assumption A3.

However, we can get the same results as in Theorems 6.1 and 6.5 also in this

case, by assuming that t < Ch in the interior of the domain Q (see Remark
7.10 below), which is reasonable in a good number of applications.
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6.3. Interior error estimates for the last Poisson equation. It remains to analyze

the interior error estimates for the last Poisson equation (3.37) discretized by

(3.32). In this case the error equation can be written as follows:

(6.25) (grad (id - wk), gradv) = (0 - R0A , gradu)   Vv G Wh.

Let Qo cc Q0 CC Q0' cc Qi ce Q; we apply the results of Theorem 5.2
of [14] and get

(6.26) ||w - wA||i>0o < C(hk\\w\\k+{,% + \\w - w*||-ä,qj + ||0 - R0A||o,no),

where p.$ is a nonnegative integer.

To bound the last term in (6.26), we use the triangle inequality and find easily
that

110 - ROaIIo,«- < 110 - R0||o,no + ||R(0 - 0A)llo,no.

From Al it then follows that

l|0-R0||o,no<CA*||0|U,no.

and

||R(0-0A)||o,uo<C||0-0A||1>Oo..

Using (6.24) with Q0' instead of Qo, we obtain

(6.27)
l|w-«;A||i,no<CAk(||V/|U+1,n1-r|N|ik+,,n1 + l(0,a,P)l*+i,n1)

+ C(\\y/- y/h\\-ßx ,n, + |(0 - 0A , a - ah , p-ph)i-ß2,at

+ \\w-Wh\\-m,al)-

1. Local interior stability and duality estimates

In this section we shall discuss the properties of 0A - 0A, aA - aj¡, pk -
Ph which satisfy (6.14)—(6.16). Abusing notation, we replace in (6.14)—(6.16)

0A - 0A, ah - ah , ph -Ph , and y/h-P\(coy/) by 0A G8A(Qi), ah GrA(Qi),

Ph G ßA(Qi), and y/h G Wh(Si\), so that we have the following system:

(7.1) a(0A>*)-(pA,rot*) = (grad>A>R*)   Ví/g8a(Q,),

(7.2) (rot6h,q)+X-xt2(rotah,q) = 0   V^GßA(Q,),

(7.3) (ah, ô)-(ph, roló) = 0   Vá G fA(Qi).

Then we analyze this set of equations in order to obtain interior stability
estimates for 0A , ah , and pA in terms of a negative norm of the same functions

on a slightly bigger domain. To do this, we shall need some interior duality
estimates for these functions.

Throughout this section we assume that A1-A3 hold.

Let Go CC Gi cc G\ be concentric spheres all contained in Qi and consider
a cutoff function

(7.4) ea G Cg°(Gi),    with co = 1 on G0.
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Then we have

l|Ö/!||2,G„ + ^1i2ll«Allo,Go = NeA||2,Go+2-1i2||eaaA||g;Go

= l|w0A||2,G!+A-1i2||eaaA||^G;.

Owing to (7.4) and Remark 4.1, n(ea0A) G Oh(G[) and R(eaaA) G rh(G[) if A
is sufficiently small. Then the triangle inequality and (4.5), (4.6) give

l|0/,||2,G„ +¿~1'2IMIÍU < CA2(||0A||2;G; + A-'^lla.H2^,)

+ ||n(ea0A)||2iG;+rli2||R(eaaA)||2;G;.

We estimate the last two terms of (7.5) in the next lemmas.

Lemma 7.1. For A sufficiently small, there exists a constant independent of A

and t such that

l|n(ea0A)||2,G;+r1i2||R(eaaA)||2;Gi

<CA2(||0A||2jG;+r1?2||aA||2)Gi + ||JpA||2;G¡)

(7.6) +C(||0A||2iG; + ||pA||2_1)G,+||grad^||2,G;)

+ X~xt2(coph, -roteo • ah) + X~xt2(ph , -rotea • R(<aaA))

+ eill»PAllo,G,
with E\ > 0 arbitrary.

Proof. We apply assumption A2 and Lemma 4.3 with s = -1 and get

a(n(ea0A),n(ea0A)) + r1í2||R(eaaA)||2,Go

= a(ü(ea0A) - ea0A , n(ea0A)) + X-xt2(R(coah) - coah, R(coah))

+ a(ea0A , n(ea0A)) + X-xt2(coah, R(eaaA))

< ChlWOdU.a-WnitoOrih^ +A-1í2||aA||o,G!||R(eaaA)||o,G¡)

+ C||0A||oiG¡||n(ea0A)||,>G; +a(0A, coU(codh)) + X~xt2(ah, coR(coah)).

We proceed by analyzing the last two terms. We use again A2, the equations

(7.1), and (7.3) and obtain

a(0A , ean(ea0A)) + X~xt2(ah , coR(coah))

< CA(||0Ä||liC;||n(tü0Ä)||i,C! +r1í2||aA||o,G¡||R(eaaA)||o,G;)

+ (ph, rotn(ean(ea0A))) + (grad y/h , Rn(ean(ea0A)))

+ X~xt2(ph, rotR(eaR(eaaA)))

< CA(||0A||i>G;||n(ea0A)||,,G; +r1i2||aA||o,G;||R(eaaA)||o,G;)

+ C||gradV/A||o,G!l|n(ea0A)||i,G; + Tx +X~xt2T2.

We apply twice (4.14) to T\ and we get

r, = (/;A,rotri(ean(ea0A)))

= (ph , -roteo • n(codh)) + (coph - Po(coPh), rotn(ea0A))

+ (Po(eapA),rotn(ea0A))

= (ph , -rotea • n(ea0A)) + (coph - Po((oph), rotn(ea0A))

+ (P0(coph), -roteo • 0A) + (coP0(coph) - P0(coP0(coph)), rot0A)

+ (Po(eaPo(eapA)),rot0A).

(7-7) , _,,2/
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To evaluate T2 , we use first (4.15) and then (3.19); hence we obtain

{1 g) T2 = (ph , rotR(eaR(eaaA)))

= (ph , -roteo • R(eoah)) + (eoph , rotR(eaaA)).

The last term in the right-hand side can be written as follows, thanks to the
commuting diagram property (3.19):

(7.10)
(eoph , rotR(eaaA)) = (coph , rotR(eaaA) - rot(eaaA))

+ (eoph , -roteo • aA) + (eoph , earotaA)

= (coph, rotR(eaaA) - rot(eaaA)) + (eoph , -rotea • aA)

+ (coph , earotaA - Po(earotaA))

+ (Po(caP0(ea/?A)),rotaA).

Putting together (7.8)-(7.10) and using (7.2), (4.7), (4.9) and the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality yields

(7.11)
r, +X~xt2T2 < C[fe||_1,Gl||II(cü0A)||1,G; + A|bA||o,G;l|n(ea0A)||i>G;)

+ (A||paIIo>g¡ + I|í»PaIIo,£?1)(I|0aIIo,g1+A|í0aIIi,oj)

+ AA-1r2||íapA||o,Gl(||QA||o,G¡ + l|rotaA||o,GJ]

+ X~xt2(ph, -roteo-R(eaaA)) + X~lt2(coph, -roteo-aA).

Now recall that (7.2) states that A~'i2rotaA = -Po(rot0A) on each element;
hence,

(7.12) A-'^Hrota.llo.G, = ||Po(rot0A)||o,GA < ||0*||i.oj.

We insert (7.12) in (7.11), next (7.11) in (7.7), recall Korn's inequality (3.4)
and obtain

C||n(ea0A)||2)G;+A-1i2||R(eaaA)||2>G;

<eo\\n(codh)\\lG[+eoX-xt2\\R(coah)\\lG,

+ Ch2(\\eh\\lG,+X-xt2\\ah\\lG[ + \\Ph\\2o,G[)

+ C(||0A||§>Gl + ||JpA||2_i,Gl + ||gradV/A||2,!G,) + ei||ea//A||2))Gi

+ X~xt2(coph, -roteo•ah) + X~xt2(Ph, -roteo-R(eoah)),

whence (7.6) follows by choosing e0 properly.   D

We need to bound the last three terms in (7.6).

Lemma 7.2. Let e2 > 0 be a real number; then

X~xt2(coph, -roteo-ah) + X~]t2(Ph, -rotea-R(eaaA))

<e2X-xt2\\R(coah)\\lG,+C\\grady/h\\o,G[

+ CA2(||0a||2>g;+A-1í2||qa||2;G;)

+ C(l|0/,llg,G,+A-1/2||aA||2l1>Gi + bA||21,G,).
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Proof. The estimate will be obtained by a duality argument. Consider <p e

Cg°(Gi) such that JG (pdxdy = 1 ; then we can write

X~it2(coph, roteo • ah) = X~xt2(coyph, coaxh) - X~1t2(eoxph, coa2h),

X~xt2(Ph , roteo- R(eoah)) = X-xt2(coyph , R(eoah)1) - X-xt2(eoxPh , R(eoah)2).

Let ~co be either cox or coy ; then setting

yi,i = (co,ah), gi,i = coah-yij<p,

y2,i=      R(œak)'dxdy,       g2,,- = R(eaaA)'' - y2J(p,
Jgi

we have

X~{t2(co~ph, coah)=X-xt2(co~Ph, g\,i) + X"xt2(wph, ylti<p),

X~xt2(œph , R(œahY) = X~xt2(œph , g2J) + X~xt2(œph , y2,i<f>).

We observe that gjj for j, i = 1, 2 belong to L2(Gi) and have zero mean

value; hence we can consider the solution of problem (5.1)—(5.3) on the domain

Gi corresponding to the data f = <f> = 0 and g = X~xt2gjti for j, i = 1,2.
Integration by parts then gives

X-Xt2(wph, gj,i) = - (œph , rotz) - X~xt2(œph , rotrot/")

+ a(êa0A, z)-(rot(êâ0A), r).

After some calculations using Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, properties (3.19) and (3.21),
and equations (7.1)—(7.3), we arrive at

X~lt2(Wpf,, gjj) = a(êâz - n(ëâz), 0A) - X~xt2(ah , R(œ rotr) - œ rotr)

- (Wr - P0(Wr), rotdh)

+ (grad y/h , Rn(cäz)) - (rotea • z, ph)

- X~xt2(rotw-rotr, ph) - I(Wdh, z)

- X~xt2((rotœ)r, ah) + (r, rotSJ- 0A).

Then we bound all the terms using Al, (4.13), and duality estimates; one obtains

A-42(eäpA,^,,)<C[A||0A||,)G;(||z||2,G, +|k||,,Gl)+A-1í2A||aA||0,G¡|k||2,G,

+ ||grad^A||o,G;||z||,jGl

+ IIP* II-., g, (Nil, g, +A-1?2|k||2)Gl)

+ A"1í2||QA||_1,Gl|k||ijGl +lkllo,G,l|0/!||o,G1].

From the a priori estimates (5.9) we have

IMIi.G, + Ikllo.G, +A-1/2i|k||,,G, +A-1i2||r||2jG, < CX-xt2\\gjj\\o,Gr

Moreover, since A is an elliptic operator of second order with constant coeffi-

cients, we obtain from (5.1)

||z||2,G, < C||Az||o,Gl < C|klli,Gl < CA-l/2i||^,,||0,G,.

Hence, we conclude that

X-xt2(Wph,gj,i)

(ntAS < CA-,/2/||g;,;||o,G1(A||0/¡ll.,G¡ +AA-1/2e||aA||o,G!
(7.14)

+ A-1/2i||grad^A||o,G; + l|0A|lo,G,

+ A-1i2||aA||_i>G| + ||,pA||_i;Gl).
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Furthermore, we have

(7.15) X-{t2(Wph,yj,i4>)<CX-xt2\yjMPh\U,GMh,Gr

It remains only to bound \yjj\ and ||g/,,||o,G, for 7, i = 1, 2.
Since co g Cg°(Gi), we have

l7i.il = 1(0», otk)\ < C||4||_1>Gl < C||aA||_,,Gl

and

\?2,i\ <   /   R(coah)'dxdy
Ug,

< C||R(eaaA)<ï|0,G; < C||R(eaaA)||0)Gi

Then

\\g\,i\\o,G, <C||eaaA||o,G,+C|7!,,111011o,g, < C||eaaA||o,G, + C\yUi\ \\<p\\0,Gl

< C(A||aA||0,G; + ||R(waA)||0,G; + ||aA||_i,Gl),

and

llA./llo.o, < C||R(eaaA)'||0,G¡ + C|y2,,| ||</>||0,Gl < C||R(eaaA)||0,G;.

Putting these estimates in (7.14) and (7.15), we obtain the desired inequality

(7.13).   D

Lemma 7.3. The following estimate holds:

HûVaIIo.g, < C||n(ea0A)||ljG; +CA(||0A||,,G¡ + ||pA||o,G;)

+ C\\ph\\-i,G]+C\\grady/h\\o,G[-

Proof. Let sf = (l/meas(Gj)) JG eophdxdy; then \st\ < C||pA||_ijGl, since

co G Cg°(Gi). Then we have ||ea/?A||0,G, < ||eapA - J/||0,Gl + C||pA||_1>G|, and

we apply the continuous inf-sup condition as follows:

||eapA-^||0,G|<C     sup     ^.f'"^

r     cr,     (coPh, rotn)
(117) =c    SUP    —¡r~¡¡-
[A> °,    ,    \\n i,g,

<7€[H'(C?,)]2

<CA||pA||0,G¡+C     sup     ^.rot^

,e[H.(G,)P ll9lll'G'

From (3.21) and (4.14) we have for the numerator

(Po(eoph), rotti) = (P0(coph), rolllii)

= (ph , Totn(eoUti)) + (ph , rotea • Tlti)

+ (Po(coph)-coph,rotnti).

Therefore, (7.1) and Lemma 4.3 yield

(P0(eoph), rot i/) - a(0A , n(coUti) - coUti) - (grad y/h , Rn(eoUt¡))

+ (ph , rotea • Ut/) + (P0(eoph) - coph, rotn»/)

+ a(n(ea0A), Ut¡) + 7(ea0A , Ut,) + a(ea0A - n(ea0A), Ylt¡).
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We insert this equality in (7.17) and use (4.5), (4.7), and (4.13). Then, recalling

also that by (3.22) ||ILj||i,g; <C||f||i,G, for every tj e [H'(Gi)]2 and that by

(3.23) ||Ru||o,G; < C||t/||1>G, for every v G Gk(G[), we obtain (7.16).   o

We collect the results of the previous lemmas and we get:

Proposition 7.4. Let Go cc Gi cc G\ be concentric spheres; then there exists
a constant independent of A and t such that

l(Ok,ak,pk)ltGo < C(A|||(0A, ah,Ph)h,G[ +|(0A, aA,pA)|o,Gl)

+ C||grady/A||o,G;.

Proof. We put together (7.6), (7.13), and (7.16) and choose £j and e2 properly
to obtain

||n(ea0A)||2iG;+A-1í2||R(eaaA)||2iG¡

(7.19) < CA2(||0A||2iG; +A-1?2||QA||g>G; + lljyjj.o;)

+ C(||0A||g,Gl+A-1i2||aA||2_1;Gi + ||pA||2_I)Gi + ||grad^A||2,G;).

Hence, the estimates regarding 0A and ah in (7.18) are obtained; it remains

to bound ||pÄ||o,Go • Using (7.4), we have ||pA||o,G0 < IIwPaIIo.g, • Then from
Proposition 7.3 and (7.19) we get also the bound for ph, and the proof is
complete.   D

We introduce here some interior duality estimates which will be used later

on to bound the second term in the right-hand side of (7.18). We give only the

idea of the proofs and refer to [11] for the details.

From now on we assume that G and G\ are concentric spheres with G CC

Gi cc Qi.

Lemma 7.5. Let G and G\ be as above and let s > 0 be an integer. Then for

p = min(s + 1, k) we have

\\eh\\ sd<c¡(dh,ah,ph)i\_s^ dt
(7 20)

+ CA"(||0A||ligi+A-1/2/||aA||o>5i) + C||gradV/A||o5i.

Proof. Suppose that G CC G' CC G\ are concentric spheres and that co = 1

on G and ea G Co°(G'). Then we can write

ii*ail,g^öail,g,= »p ir#
fe[H'(G,)p       S'G'

We consider the solution of (5.1)—(5.3) with G = G\ and g = 0 = 0 and we
work as in the proof of Lemma 7.2. Then we apply Remark 4.1 to estimate

the approximation errors and Lemma 5.3 to bound the solution of problem

(5.1)-(5.3)intermsof ||f||j5i.   d

Lemma 7.6. Let G,G\, s and p be as in Lemma 7.5; then

\\Ph\\ ,  xd<Ct(6h,ah,Ph)\\_s_x *(7.21) s    ,G

+ CA"(||0A||1 d +A-'/2i||aA||0 d) + C\\gr*dy/h\\od
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Proof. Let G, G', G\ and ea be as in the proof of the previous lemma. Then

we have

\\Ph\L^p<\\coPH\L^r-     sup-i-l.G - "   ^""-î-l.G,
/eHs+'(G)        "i+l.Gi

We consider now the auxiliary problem (5.1)—(5.3) with G = Gi, f=0 = O,

and g = f - y<p, where y = J-f and 0 G Cg°(Gi) is such that J~ 0 = 1.

Then with the same duality argument as before, we obtain (7.21).   D

Lemma 7.7. Let G, G\, s, and p be as in Lemma 7.5; then we have

X-l/2t\\ah\\_s_ld< Cl(6h, ah, Ph)¡_s_UG¡

(7.22) +CA"(||0a||1;Çi+A-1/2î||qa||o5i)

+ C||grady/A|
0,G,"

Proof. The proof is similar to the preceding ones. Let G, G', G\, and ea be

as before. Then we have

r"2<l|a»ll_1,S<A-'/^||«>a»|L,.1,5i=     sup     rWÄÄ.
¿6[H«'(G)]2 "™*+l,Gi

We consider the auxiliary problem (5.5)—(5.8) with G -G\ and f = g = 0 and
proceed as before, but using Lemma 5.5 instead of Lemma 5.3.   D

We collect the results of Lemmas 7.5-7.7 in the next proposition.

Proposition 7.8. Let G and G\ be concentric spheres with G\ cc Qi, and let

s > 0 be an integer; then for p = min(s + 1, k), we have

(7.23)

l(0A,aA,PA)l_i(5<C||8rad^||o^

+ C(A1(0A', ah,Ph)lltGi + i\(eh,ah,Ph)i\_s_ldi).

We are now in a position to prove the following proposition, which gives

Proposition 6.4 when we substitute 0A, ak, Ph , and y/h by 0A - 0A , 5/, -

<*h,Ph-Ph, and Pi (coy/) - y/h , respectively.

Proposition 7.9. Let Go, G0 be concentric spheres; then for A small enough and

for p>0 an integer, the following estimate holds:

(7.24) |(0„ , aA , Ph)h,Go < CI(0A , aA , pA)l-„,G¿ + C||^||1)G-.

Proof. Let Gi cc G2 cc ■•• CC G^ cc G\ be concentric spheres; then we
have from Proposition 7.8 with p = 1 and 5 = 0

l(Oh,<*k,pk)lo,G¡ < C(h¡(dh, ah, Ph)h,G2 + ¡(0h, <*h, Ph)î-i,G2)

+ C\\gr&dy/h\\o,G2-

Iterating this argument for s = -1, ... , -p+ 1, we get

|(0* , ah , Ph)h,G, < C(h\i(6h , ah , Ph)h,G[ + 1(0* , "A , Pa)|-„,G¡)

+ C||grad^A||o,G;.
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Then we insert this inequality in (7.18) and obtain

1(0*. <*h,Ph)h,Go < C(A|(0*, a*,p*)|1>G; +1(0*, ah,Ph)\\-,,G[)

+ C||grad^A||0,G¡.

Consider now a new sequence of concentric spheres G\ cc G2 cc ••■ cc

G^+2 = G0; applying (7.25) with Go and G\ replaced by G'j and G'j+l, we
obtain

H9htak,pk)h,G> < C(h\\(6h, ah, Ph)h,G^+\\(0h, <xh, Pùl-.^J

+ C\\grndy/h\\o,G'i+x.

Starting with G0 and iterating for j — 1, ... , p, we get

11(0* , oth , Ph)h,G0 < C(h"+X\i(6h , ah , P*)|i,G<    + 1(0* , cth , Ph)l-,,G')

+ C||grady/A||o,G

Now, let G* be a union of elements of ¡Th such that G^+1 cc GA cc G^+2 ;

then by the inverse inequality we arrive at

A^1|(0A,aA,JpA)|,,G;+]<A''+1||(0A,aA,JpA)|||I>G/i

< C|(0* , aA , p*)|_^,G4 < C||(0* , a* , pk)i-ß,G-0.

The last two inequalities give (7.24).   D

Remark 7.10. The only point in this section where A3 has been used is the

estimate of T2 in the proof of Lemma 7.1. If A3 is not true (for example, this

happens when rectangular families (3.43)-(3.46) are considered), we assume

alternatively that t < Ch at the interior of Q. Then we can proceed as follows
in order to get the bound of T2 : in view of (3.19) we write

T2 = (Ph , -roteo- R(eaa*)) + (Po(coPo(eoph)), rota*)

+ (Po(eoph) - coph , -roteo ■ a*) + (coph , -roteo- a*).

Then, since t < Ch , we obtain

X~xt2T2 < Ch2\\Ph\\o,G'i+Ch2X-xt2\\ah\\o,G[+(Po(coP0(coph)),Totah)

+ (ph , -roteo - R(eoah)) + (coph , -rotea • a*),

and inserting this inequality in (7.7) instead of (7.11), we arrive at (7.6).

8. Interior asymptotic rates of convergence

In this section we shall apply the abstract results of §6 to the families of finite

element spaces introduced in §4 and state the asymptotic interior estimates. To
this end, we need to evaluate the rate of convergence of the negative norms of

the errors which appear in the second members of (6.1), (6.24), and (6.26). As

in §6, we proceed by analyzing separately the two Poisson equations and the

Stokes-like system.
It is easy to obtain from (6.1 ), by means of a duality argument with p\ =k-\

and 5 — k + 1, the following bound:

(8.1) \\y-yh\\\,a^<Chk(\y/\\M^+\\y/\\XM).
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More delicate is the estimate of ¡(0-0A, a-ah , p-Ph)l\-^2,a¡,because of

the presence of the boundary layer in the solution of the system (3.34)-(3.36).

We carry out the proof of the estimate of such a quantity by duality arguments.

First we prove the following lemma, which will be useful in the remaining

part of the section.

Lemma 8.1. Consider the solution (z, r, %) o/(5.5)-(5.8); then for s + a <k
there holds

(0 - 0A , f) + X~lt2(a -ah,<(>) + (p-Ph,g)

(8.2) < CAi+CT(||0||J+1 + \\p\\s + X-x/2t\\p\\s+i +A-,/2f||a||, + ||HU+i)

x (||z|U, + |k||ff + X-x'2t\\r\\a+l +X-X'2t\\x\\a).

Proof. We multiply (5.5) by 0 -0* , (5.6) by p-Ph, (5.7) by a-ah, and add
the three equations. Then we use (6.11)—(6.13), integration by parts, (3.19) and

obtain

(0 - 0* , f) + A"1 t2(a - a* , 0) + (p - ph , g)

= a(0 - 0* , z - nz) - (rot(0 - 0*), r - P0r) - (p - ph , rot(z - uz))

- X~xt2(rot(x -RX),P- PoP) + ^lt2(x - R* , a - a*)

- A" ' i2(rot (r -P0r),a-ak) + (grad y/, Ylz - RI\z)

-(grnd(y/-y/h),Rllz).

Applying the approximation properties of the finite element spaces and the error

estimates (3.52), we get

(0 - 0A , f) + A"1 t2(a - ah , 0) + (p - Ph , g)

< CAi+CT(||0|U, + llpll, + A-'/2i||p||J+1 + A-^iHall,)

x (||z||ff+1 + \\r\\a+X-xl2t\\r\\a+x+X-xl2t\\x\\a)

+ (grad y/, Ylz - RYlz) - (grad (y/ - y/h), Rlh).

The last term can be bounded using the standard estimates for the approxi-
mation of the Poisson equation by conforming elements as follows:

(8.3) (grad(v/ - y/h), Rüz) < CAí+HHUa+ilMli,

while for the next to the last term we can use the same argument already em-

ployed in the proof of Corollary 6.2 (see (6.21)): let (grad^)* be the interpolant

of grad y/ in S?s- \ ; then

(8.4) (gradv/, Hz-Rnz) < Chs+a\\y/\\s\\z\\a+i.

Then (8.2) is obtained.   D

Now recalling the definitions of the norms (2.1) and (2.2) and the a priori
estimates for the dual problem (5.5)—(5.8), see Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and 5.4, it is

easy to obtain the following asymptotic rates of convergence.

Theorem 8.2. Let k = 2 or 3 in (3.38)-(3.41) and (3.43)-(3.46); then for F
sufficiently smooth,

(8.5)
¡(0-0*,a-aA,/?-/?/,)|i,no

< CA*(||0||*+1 ,n, + ILpIU.q, + X-x'2t\\p\\k+l>0, + Hrlk+i.o, + C(F)).
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Proof. It remains to evaluate | (0 - 0*, a - ah , p -Ph ) III -w, n (see Corollary 6.2
and Remark 6.6). Let us fix k = 2. We choose p2 = 0 and estimate separately

the three terms entering the norm by means of a duality argument. We have

I|0-0AHo=        SUP        -77=-.
f6[L-2(fi)]2 H'llO

Therefore, we consider the solution of (5.5)—(5.8) corresponding to g = 0 = 0

and f G [L2(Q)]2 and apply Lemma 8.1 with s = a = 1. By the global error
estimate (3.11) and the a priori estimate (5.10) it follows that

(8.6) ||0-0A||o<CA2||P||o.

Analogously, if we consider (5.5)—(5.8) with f = 0 = 0 and g G H¿(Q) and
apply Lemma 8.1, (3.11), and (5.10), we get

(8.7) ||p-p*||_i=    sup    {P~P\'g) <Ch2\\F\\0.
?GH¿(n)      hxlli

The next term we must bound is

X-X'2t\\a -a*||_, = J±rt    sup    ^t2^-^'^-
A l/2t f6[L2(n)]2 11011o

Hence, in (5.5)—(5.8) we take f = g = 0 and 0 g [H¿(Q)]2 and apply Lemma

8.1, (3.11), and Lemma 5.4 to arrive at

(8.8) X-xl2t\\a-ah\U<Ch2\\F\\o.

The estimates (8.6)-(8.8) inserted in Corollary 6.2 imply (8.5).
For k = 3 the proof is similar. The only differences consist in choosing

p2 = 2, s — a — \ in Lemma 8.1 and in applying (3.12) instead of (3.11),
(5.11), and (5.14) instead of (5.10) and (5.13), so that

(8.9) 1(0 - 0*, a - a*, p - p*)|_2 < C(P)A3

with C(F) depending on the H'-norm of F .   D

Finally, we have the following asymptotic error estimate for the displacement:

(8.10)
IN - u/aIIi,no < CA*(||vlk+1,n1 + ||«;||Jt+1,oI + ¡(0,a, p)|fc+i,n,+C(F)),

for k = 2, 3.
This bound can be obtained from (6.27) and (8.1), (8.6)-(8.9), using again a

duality argument to estimate \\w - ifA||_^3;n. More precisely, we have

(8.11) \\w-wh\\^= sup iw-w*>n
/GH"3(fi) 117   H/1,

Let u be the solution of the Dirichlet problem -Au = f in Q and u = 0 on
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dSi; then the numerator in (8.11) becomes (see (6.25) and (6.21))

(w-wh, f) = (grad (w - wh), grad (u - P{u))

+ (0 - R0A , grad (Pi u - u)) + (0 - R0*, grad u)

= (grad (w - wh), grad (u - Px u)) + (0 - R0 , grad (Pi u - u))

+ (R(0 - 0*), grad (Pi« - u)) + (0 - 0* , grad«)

+ (0* - 0 - R(0A - 0), grad« - (gradw)*)

+ (0 - R0 , grad u - (gradu)*),

where (grad«)* is the interpolant of gradu in -2*_2. Then, using appropri-

ately the approximation properties of the finite element spaces together with

(8.1), (8.6)—(8.9), the inequality (8.10) follows for suitable choices of p.3 in the
two cases k = 2 and k = 3.

This method of proof cannot be extended to obtain the estimates (8.5) and

(8.10) for all the values of k greater than 3. In fact, in order to use the duality

argument as before, we should have an a priori estimate for the solution (z, r)

of problem (5.1)-(5.3), with g = <p = 0 and f G [Hg2]2, of the form ||z||ff+1 <

C||f|U with a > 3/2. We show that this is impossible.
Since rot(z +A_1f2rotr) = 0, we have for some element n of H0 that

A_1^2i2rotr = grad// - z.

Substituting this in (5.1), we obtain the following equivalent formulation:

(8.12) Az = Xr2(grad//-z) + f   inQ,

(8.13) div(grad//-z) = 0   inQ,

(8.14) z = 0,    t] = 0,    on dSi.

Following Arnold and Falk [2], we obtain that z and n can be well approxi-

mated by the following expansions:

r, = rjo + X-xt2ri2+X~3'2tit]i + --- ,

z = z0 + A-'i2z2 + A-3/2i3z3 + • • • + ¿(A-Wrotß3(a/A-'/2i, t) + • • • ),

where p and x denote the boundary-fitted coordinates and ^ is a cutoff func-

tion (see [2]). The interior terms in the expansions can be constructed as follows,

setting C = E/\2(\-v2):

2      r-divf,     / = o,
CA¿rji = < n n

'      10, />0,
{grad//,, i = 0,1,

grad(//2 + CA//0) + f, i = 2,

grad(//,- + CA//,_2) + ... ,       i>2,

while for the boundary terms we have (set p = p/X~xl2t)

where in the right-hand side appear the preceding terms of the expansion. To

these equations suitable boundary conditions have to be added according to
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(8.14). These boundary conditions are such that the boundary terms ß, have an

exponential decay as p tends to infinity, that is, ß, = q¡(x)e~p/x~"2t. Recalling

that \\e~plx '||o < Ctxl2, we see that ||z||CT+i is bounded uniformly for a >

3/2 only if ß3 = 0. But ß3 solves

dQi      d . .     .
W = dlA^     p = 0>

hence, we must find out for which f g [Hg2(Q)]2 it is true that the solution of

' CA2//0 = -divf,    inQ,

//o = 0, ondQ,

H = 0, onöQ,

satisfies the additional condition J^A//o = 0.

This is equivalent to describing the set whose elements are A2i>, when v

belongs to

V = \v G H3(Q): v = 0, ^ = 0, ^-Av = 0 on dSi] ,
I dn dx )

which can be characterized as

V = H3(Q) © spant//2*).

Now we observe that if v G Hq(Q) , then A2v is orthogonal to all functions 0

such that A20 = 0 in Q and 0 = 0 and dSi. Therefore, the set {A2v\v g V}
is not dense in any H0-space. This proves that for arbitrary f vanishing on

dSi, ß3 is different from zero, so that Hzl^+i = 0(ra+i/2).
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